Making what’s important to you – SECURE!
Wireless Motion Alert 2500

2500’ range* . . . . . . . . . . . DCMA-2500 • $159.99
Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The DCMA-2500 is a feature filled wireless motion detector/receiver kit with a ½ mile* radio range. The motion detecting sensor operates on one 9-volt battery (not included) and will detect a person or vehicle passing by out to about 50 feet. The sensor will then send a signal back to the receiver up to a ½ mile* away.

The DCMA-2500 kit can be used by homeowners and business owners alike as a driveway alarm, entrance alert, back yard monitor, etc. Installation is very quick and simple, and it can be done by virtually anyone.

The DCR-2500 is the receiver for the DCMA-2500 system. The receiver has four form “C” relay outputs and one 12VDC output. The output durations are adjustable up to 10 minutes. The receiver will play one of four different tunes that are selected at the transmitter so that different zones can be distinguished. The receiver is powered by a 12VDC transformer. The receiver also offers a 5 minute exit delay so you can leave the house without disturbing any occupants as well as a reminder beep and counter function.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F
*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our 2500 Series products are only compatible with other 2500 Series products.

Extra Transmitter for DCMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DCMT-2500 • $89.99
Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc.

Extra Receiver for DCMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DCR-2500 • $79.99
The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

Prices subject to change without notice.
Wireless Probe Alert 2500

2500’ range* ........ DCPA-2500 • $319.99
Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The DCPA-2500 is a driveway alarm kit that is used to detect vehicles only. The transmitter operates on 4 CR-123A batteries (included) and has 50’ of direct burial wire connecting the probe to the exterior case. The probe is buried parallel to the driveway, and will detect vehicles passing by within approximately 10-12 feet. The direct burial cable can be run to a tree or post nearby, where the transmitter box is located. When a vehicle drives by, the transmitter will send a signal to the DCR-2500 receiver up to a ½ mile* away.

The DCPA-2500 is ideal in locations where there may be deer or other large animals that would cause false signals with a motion detecting system. Also, because the probe is buried underground, it will be the least noticeable of our wireless systems. The transmitter is weatherproof and meant for exterior locations. Additional probe lengths are also available (see page 21).

The DCR-2500 is the receiver for the DCPA-2500 system. The receiver has four form “C” relay outputs and one 12VDC output. The output durations are adjustable up to 10 minutes. The receiver will play one of four different tunes that are selected at the transmitter so that different zones can be distinguished. The receiver is powered by a 12VDC transformer. The receiver also offers a 5 minute exit delay so you can leave the house without disturbing any occupants as well as a reminder beep and counter function.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F
*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our 2500 Series products are only compatible with other 2500 Series products.

Extra Transmitter for DCPA .................... DCPT-2500 • $259.99
Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc.

Extra Receiver for DCPA ....................... DCR-2500 • $79.99
The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

Prices subject to change without notice.
2500 Series

Wireless Rubber Hose Alert 2500

2500’ range* .......... DCRH-2500 • $189.99

Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The DCRH-2500 is a very reliable and easy to install driveway alarm. The transmitter operates on one 9-volt battery (not included) and has 25’ of 3/8” diameter exterior hose that will lie across the drive. When a vehicle drives over the hose, a signal will be sent to the DCR-2500 receiver up to a ½ mile* away.

The transmitter is weatherproof and meant for exterior locations. Up to 4 zones can be monitored with additional transmitters. The transmitters can be programmed so they will each sound a different tone at the receiver.

The DCR-2500 is the receiver for the DCRH-2500 system. The receiver has four form “C” relay outputs and one 12VDC output. The output durations are adjustable up to 10 minutes. The receiver will play one of four different tunes that are selected at the transmitter so that different zones can be distinguished. The receiver is powered by a 12VDC transformer. The receiver also offers a 5 minute exit delay so you can leave the house without disturbing any occupants as well as a reminder beep and counter function.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our 2500 Series products are only compatible with other 2500 Series products.

Extra Transmitter for DCRH. ............... DCHT-2500 • $109.99

Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc.

Extra Receiver for DCRH. ..................... DCR-2500 • $79.99

The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

Replacement Rubber Hose ..................... RH • $35.00

25’ replacement rubber hose (see page 21).
Wireless Break Beam 2500

2500’ range* ................. BBA-2500 • $329.99
Includes one beam pair and one receiver

The BBA-2500 is a solar powered wireless infrared break beam sensor that is simple to install and requires no wiring. The break beam sensors are powered by built in lithium ion batteries that are recharged through the solar panels during the day. Because the unit is self powered there is no need to run wires for power. Installation time can be as little as a few minutes. The infrared sensing terminals can be mounted up to 300 feet apart and will send a signal back to the DCR-2500 receiver up to a ½ mile* away anytime someone passes between the sensors.

The break beam sensor is a point to point sensor and will not be activated by any motion outside of the monitored beam. The sensors are not affected by small objects such as falling leaves or birds. It can be mounted high enough to avoid dogs and other animals but it will detect any intruder walking through the beam area. The beam sensor is ideal for outdoor applications such as storage lots, lumber yards, car dealerships, etc. Multiple sensor pairs can be used to send a signal to one receiver if you wish to set up a perimeter.

The DCR-2500 is the receiver for the BBA-2500. The receiver has four form “C” relay outputs and one 12VDC output. The output durations are adjustable up to 10 minutes. The receiver will play one of four different tunes that are selected at the transmitter so that different zones can be distinguished. The receiver is powered by a 12VDC transformer. The receiver also offers a 5 minute exit delay so you can leave the house without disturbing any occupants as well as a reminder beep and counter function.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F
*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our 2500 Series products are only compatible with other 2500 Series products.

Extra Transmitters for BBA ................. BBT-2500 • $259.99
Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc and to create a perimeter.

Extra Receiver for BBA ...................... DCR-2500 • $79.99
The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.
PR-2500 ....................................................... $69.99
The PR-2500 is a small portable receiver that is compatible with any of our 2500 Series transmitters. The first thing you notice about the PR-2500 is its small size. The receiver is only 2.5” x 1.25” x .75”. The other thing you will notice is the LCD display. The PR-2500 is capable of receiving and storing alert signals from up to four zones. Each zone can store up to 400 events with a time and date stamp. In addition, each zone can store up to 999 total events without a time and date stamp. With the counter function you will now know when a monitor was activated.

The PR-2500 is also a very portable receiver. With the small size and rechargeable battery, you can take the PR-2500 everywhere you go. The built in rechargeable Li-Ion battery will hold a charge for up to 10 days. In addition to the LCD display the PR-2500 will also give an audible tone for each zone and a vibrate alert for times when you need the receiver to be silent.

UT-2500 ....................................................... $49.99
UTDCR-2500 KIT (One UT-2500 & one DCR-2500)...... $99.99
The UT-2500 is a simple to use universal transmitter that is compatible with the other 2500 Series products. The UT-2500 operates on a 3 volt lithium battery (included) and has several different methods of activation. The UT-2500 has a push button that can be used as a panic button or a wireless doorbell. There is also a magnetic door/window contact and terminals for either a normally open (N/O) or normally closed (N/C) input. These inputs can be used with any sensor contacts. Now you can have your favorite sensor send a wireless signal up to a ½ mile* back to the DCR-2500 receiver.

IR-2500 ....................................................... $84.99
IRDCR-2500 (One IR-2500 & one DCR-2500) ............ $129.99
The DCIR-2500 is a passive infrared detector capable of monitoring an area up to 100° wide. With the integral mask, the detection area can be narrowed down to 20° or anywhere in between. With the swivel mount, the DCIR-2500 sensor can be adjusted right to left up to 80° and up and down up to 50°. With three different sensitivity settings, the DCIR-2500 can detect a person up to 12 feet, 25 feet or 40 feet away.

The DCIR-2500 is powered by one 9 volt battery (not included) and is designed for indoor or light duty outdoor applications under an eave or other protected location and will send a wireless signal up to a ½ mile* back to the DCR-2500 receiver.

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.
Wireless Motion Alert 3000

600’ range* ........... WMA-3000 • $169.99
Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The WMA-3000 is an inexpensive and reliable driveway alarm. The transmitter operates on one 9-volt battery (not included) and is easily mounted on a tree or post near the driveway. The transmitter uses a passive infrared (PIR) beam to detect people or vehicles to a distance of up to 80 feet, then sends a radio signal back to the WR-3000 receiver up to 600 feet* away.

The transmitter is weatherproof and meant for exterior locations. Up to four zones can be monitored with additional transmitters. The transmitters can be programmed so they will each sound a different tone at the receiver.

The WR-3000 is the receiver for the WMA-3000 system. The WR-3000 plugs into a standard wall outlet and can be placed on a table or mounted on the wall. When the receiver gets a signal from the transmitter, one of four different tones (Classical, Westminster Chime, Ding Dong, or Whistle) will sound for a few seconds. There is also a volume control, allowing you to set the sound to the desired level.

The WR-3000 is equipped with four form “C” relays (one for each zone), and one 12VDC output terminal that will activate for several seconds when a signal is received. The receiver can be user-programmed, so the 12VDC terminal and one relay will activate for 10 minutes, if this is desired. The tones will still sound for several seconds.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F
*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Extra Transmitter for WMA ................. WMT-3000 • $109.99
Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc.

Extra Receiver for WMA ..................... WR-3000 • $79.99
The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

Note: 3000 Series products will only work with other 3000 Series products and are not compatible with earlier systems.
**Wireless Probe Alert 3000**

600’ range*  .......... **WPA-3000** • $299.99

Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The WPA-3000 is an extremely reliable driveway alarm that is used to detect vehicles only. The transmitter operates on 4 CR-123A batteries (included) and has 50’ of direct burial wire connecting the probe to the exterior case. The probe is buried parallel to the driveway, and will detect vehicles passing by within approximately 10-12 feet. The direct burial cable can be run to a tree or post nearby, where the transmitter box is located. When a vehicle drives by, the transmitter will send a signal to the WPA-3000 receiver up to 600 feet* away.

The WPA-3000 is ideal in locations where there may be deer or other large animals that would cause false signals with a motion detecting system. Also, because the probe is buried underground, it will be the least noticeable of our wireless systems. The transmitter is weatherproof and meant for exterior locations. Up to four zones can be monitored with additional transmitters. The transmitters can be programmed so they will each sound a different tone at the receiver.

The WR-3000 is the receiver for the WPA-3000 system. The WR-3000 plugs into a standard wall outlet and can be placed on a table or mounted on the wall. When the receiver gets a signal from the transmitter, one of four different tones (Classical, Westminster Chime, Ding Dong, or Whistle) will sound for a few seconds. There is also a volume control, allowing you to set the sound to the desired level. See previous page for more information on the WR-3000. Additional probe lengths are also available (see page 21).

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

---

Note: 3000 Series products will only work with other 3000 Series products and are not compatible with earlier systems.

**Extra Transmitter for WPA**  ................. **WPT-3000** • $239.99

Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc.

**Extra Receiver for WPA**  .......................... **WR-3000** • $79.99

The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

---

Prices subject to change without notice.

Dakota Alert • PO Box 130 • 32556 E. Main St. • Elk Point, SD 57025
Wireless Rubber Hose Alert 3000

600’ range* .......... WRH-3000 • $169.99

Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The WRH-3000 is a very reliable and easy to install drive-way alarm. The transmitter operates on one 9-volt battery (not included) and has 25’ of 3/8” diameter exterior hose that will lie across the driveway. When a vehicle drives over the hose, a signal will be sent to the WR-3000 receiver up to 600 feet* away.

The transmitter is weatherproof and meant for exterior locations. Up to 4 zones can be monitored with additional transmitters. The transmitters can be programmed so they will each sound a different tone at the receiver.

The WR-3000 is the receiver for the WRH-3000 system. The WR-3000 plugs into a standard wall outlet and can be placed on a table or mounted on the wall. When the receiver gets a signal from the transmitter, one of four different tones (Classical, Westminster Chime, Ding Dong, or Whistle) will sound for a few seconds. There is also a volume control, allowing you to set the sound to the desired level.

The WR-3000 is equipped with four form “C” relays (one for each zone), and one 12VDC output terminal that will activate for several seconds when a signal is received. The receiver can be user-programmed, so the 12VDC terminal and one relay will activate for 10 minutes, if this is desired. The tones will still sound for several seconds.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Extra Transmitter for WRH. ................. WHT-3000 • $99.99

Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations; for example, a second drive, other buildings, backyard, etc.

Extra Receiver for WRH. ..................... WR-3000 • $79.99

The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

Replacement Rubber Hose .................... RH • $35.00

25’ replacement rubber hose (see page 21).

Note: 3000 Series products will only work with other 3000 Series products and are not compatible with earlier systems.
Wireless PIR Sensor 3000

600’ range* ........... IRWR-3000 • $159.99

Includes one transmitter and one receiver

The IRWR-3000 is a wireless PIR sensor with a wireless range of up to 600 feet* and full compatibility with any of our 3000 Series transmitters or receivers, the IR-3000 will allow you to monitor many locations that were difficult before.

The passive infrared detector is able to monitor an area up to 100° wide. With the integral mask, the detection area can be narrowed down to 20° or anywhere in between. With the swivel mount, the IR-3000 sensor can be adjusted right to left up to 80° and up and down up to 50°. With three different sensitivity settings, the IR-3000 can detect a person up to 12 feet, 25 feet or 40 feet away. The sensor can also be set to flash an LED or stay dark when a signal is sent.

The IR-3000 is powered by one 9 volt battery (not included) and also has a low battery alert to notify you when it is time to replace the battery. The IR-3000 is designed for indoor or light duty outdoor applications under an eave or awning or other protected location and will send a wireless signal up to 600 feet* back to the WR-3000 receiver.

Operating Range: -30°F to 120°F

Note: 3000 Series products will only work with other 3000 Series products and are not compatible with earlier systems.

Extra Transmitter for IRWR ......................... IR-3000 • $89.99

Extra wireless transmitters can be used in other locations.

Extra Receiver for IRWR ......................... WR-3000 • $79.99

The receivers can be placed in other buildings or locations, and will each sound at the same time.

UT-3000 .......................................................... $49.99

The UT-3000 is a simple to use universal transmitter that is compatible with the other 3000 Series products. The UT-3000 operates on a 9 volt battery (not included) and has several different methods of activation. First, the UT-3000 has a push button that can be used as a panic button or a wireless doorbell transmitter. The UT-3000 also has terminals for either a normally open (N/O) or normally closed (N/C) input. These inputs can be used with any sensor contacts to send a wireless signal up to 600 feet* back to the WR-3000 receiver. Ideal for locations that are difficult to wire.

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.
Hylite Mightylite

LED Floodlight
Item #.................................................. HM-01 • $59.99
The HM-01 is a high efficiency, high output LED security light that is both attractive and functional. No longer do you need to sacrifice function to have an energy efficient light. The light output is similar to a 150 Watt halogen fixture but at about 1/6th the energy usage. And unlike the compact florescent bulbs that take a long time to come up to full brightness on a cold day, the high output LED will turn on at full brightness immediately, even on the coldest days. The LED is an excellent light source for use with security cameras.

LED Floodlight with PIR
Item #.................................................. HM-02 • $69.99
The HM-02 is a high efficiency, high output LED motion activated security light that is both attractive and functional. No longer do you need to sacrifice function to have an energy efficient light. The light output is similar to a 150 Watt halogen fixture but at about 1/6th the energy usage. And unlike the compact florescent bulbs that take a long time to come up to full brightness on a cold day, the high output LED will turn on at full brightness immediately, even on the coldest days. The passive Infrared (PIR) motion detector will sense a person walking up to 30 feet away. The LED is an excellent light source for use with security cameras.

- Low energy/exceptional illumination
- Generates around 100 lumens per watt
- Clean, compact, modern design
- Extremely reliable - Utilizes the latest Samsung™ LEDs with a lifespan of up to 50,000 hours
- Includes a large junction box with 5 access points
- Over voltage protection
The MURS Alert™ transmitter is a passive infrared sensor that can be mounted on a tree or a post to monitor activity at remote locations. When the MURS Alert™ detects people, vehicles, or large animals, it will send an alert signal to either the M538-BS or M538-HT transceivers. The alert signal will be in spoken English, repeating the phrase “Alert Zone One,” “Alert Zone Two,” “Alert Zone Three,” or Alert Zone Four.” The four alert messages are easily selected at the transmitter so that up to four different zones can be monitored simultaneously.

The MURS Alert™ transmitter has five channels and 38 sub-channels to choose from. This will help to eliminate interference from other users. The MURS Alert™ operates on 6 AA alkaline batteries (not included). The battery life should be about one year under most conditions. The channels, sub-channels, and alert zones are all easily selected by the user. In most instances, it should only take a minute to make the changes.

The MURS Alert™ transmitter will have a range of up to several miles* back to the M538-BS or M538-HT transceivers. This extended range will help monitor areas that have been very difficult to monitor in the past. It will be of great value to businesses trying to monitor customer traffic, security guards trying to monitor remote warehouses, farmers monitoring vacant farm sites, and hunters monitoring game trails. MURS Alert™ will give you real time monitoring of any location that you choose.

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

**MURS Series**

**MURS Alert™ Transmitter**

Item # ................. MAT • $159.99

The HT kit consists of one MURS Alert™ transmitter and one M538-HT hand-held transceiver (see page 10). This kit is ideal for people that are out and about, such as security guards, sales staff, and outdoorsmen.

**MURS BS Kit .................. $239.99**

The BS kit consists of one MURS Alert™ transmitter and one M538-BS base station transceiver (see page 11). This kit is ideal for use in fixed locations such as homes, shops or offices.

Note: Our MURS Series products are only compatible with other MURS Series products.

Prices subject to change without notice.
**MURS Alert™ Probe Sensor**

Item # .................. MAPS • $299.99

The MURS Alert™ Probe Sensor is a long-range wireless driveway alarm that will detect vehicles only. It combines the features of the vehicle sensor drive alert with our MURS Alert™ technology. The MURS Probe is very reliable and will not give false signals from large animals or other sources. When the MURS Alert™ detects a vehicle, it will send an alert signal to either the M538-BS or M538-HT transceivers. The alert signal will be in spoken English and repeats the phrase “Alert Zone One,” “Alert Zone Two,” “Alert Zone Three,” or “Alert Zone Four.” The four alert messages are easily selected at the transmitter, so that up to four different zones can be monitored simultaneously.

The MURS Alert™ Probe Sensor has five channels and 38 sub-channels to choose from. This will help to eliminate interference from other users. The MURS Probe operates on 4 CR-123A batteries (included). The battery life should be about six to twelve months under most conditions. The channels, sub-channels, and alert zones are all easily selected by the user. The probe is connected to the transmitter box with 50' of direct burial cable.

The MURS transmitter will have a range of up to several miles to the M538-BS or M538-HT transceivers. This extended range will help monitor areas that have been very difficult to monitor in the past. It will be of great value to businesses monitoring customer traffic, security guards trying to monitor remote warehouses, and farmers monitoring vacant farm sites.

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.*

---

**MAPS HT Kit ............................. $379.99**

The HT kit consists of one MURS Alert™ probe sensor and one M538-HT hand-held transceiver (see page 10). This kit is ideal for people that are out and about, such as security guards, sales staff, and outdoorsmen.

**MAPS BS Kit ............................. $369.99**

The BS kit consists of one MURS Alert™ probe sensor and one M538-BS base station transceiver (see page 11). This kit is ideal for use in fixed locations such as homes, shops or offices.

*Note: Our MURS Series products are only compatible with other MURS Series products.*
Two-Way MURS Hand Held
Item # . . . . . . . . . . . M538-HT • $109.99

The M538-HT is a hand-held MURS transceiver that will receive alert signals from the MURS Alert™ transmitter and also can be used for two-way voice communications between other MURS transceivers. The M538-HT has five channels and 38 sub channels to help you communicate with other users. The transceiver is powered by six rechargeable batteries (included) that will last for about 40 hours per charge. The M538-HT is capable of communicating over distances of several miles.* The FCC also allows you to use MURS without a license. Although other radio services require a license, MURS is license-free.

When an alert signal is received from the MURS Alert™ transmitter, the M538-HT will sound off with the voice alert signal, and will display an alert icon as a visual cue that an alert signal has been received. This has many different applications for small businesses, farmers, security guards or outdoorsmen. Anyone who needs to have real time monitoring and two-way voice communication will benefit from MURS.

The M538-HT can also be used to communicate with the M538-BS. This allows someone in the house or shop to be in direct contact with someone out in the field. This allows a parent to keep track of the kids, or a supervisor to stay in touch with their employees.

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our MURS Series products are only compatible with other MURS Series products.

Questions to ask before you buy a Dakota Alert:
Can I call and talk to a real person? At Dakota Alert we pride ourselves on being able to have a real person answer the phone and help you out. Usually the first person you speak with will be able to answer any of your questions. If not, we will quickly put you on the line with someone who can.

What is the warranty? All Dakota Alert products have a one year warranty and a 60 day money back guarantee.
Two-Way MURS Base Station

Item # ............. M538-BS • $99.99

The M538-BS is a base station MURS transceiver that will receive alert signals from the MURS Alert™ transmitter and also can be used for two-way voice communications between other MURS transceivers. The M538-BS has five channels and 38 sub channels to help you communicate with other users. The transceiver is powered by a plug-in transformer. The M538-BS is capable of communicating over distances of several miles.* The FCC also allows you to use MURS without a license. Although other radio services require a license, MURS is license-free.

When an alert signal is received from the MURS Alert™ transmitter, the M538-BS will sound off with the voice of the alert signal, and will also display an alert icon as a visual cue that a signal has been received. In addition, the M538-BS is equipped with a normally open (N/O) relay output. The relay can be used to connect the base station to other existing systems such as alarm panels or doorbells. This has many different applications for small businesses, farmers, security guards or outdoorsmen. Anyone who needs to have real time monitoring and two-way voice communication will benefit from MURS.

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

MURS Alert™ Chime Module

Item # ......................... MURS Chime • $15.00

The MURS Chime is an auxiliary chime that can be connected to the M538-BS transceiver. The chime module connects to the N/O relay output on the base station, and will play one of three tunes (Westminster Chime, London Bridges, or Oh, My Darling) when the M538-BS receives a signal from the MURS Alert™ transmitter. The chime has a volume control, and operates on two AA alkaline batteries (not included).

Note: Our MURS Series products are only compatible with other MURS Series products.
Door Chimes & Accessories

Item #........................................ DC-1000 • $54.99
The DC-1000 offers a simple do-it-yourself solution for mounting a doorbell in a home or business. The wireless push button will send a signal up to 1000 feet* back to the base. The base can play any of 16 different tunes to alert you that the button has been pushed. Up to four different push buttons can be used with one base and they can be set to play different tunes so you can distinguish which has been activated. The base also has four indicator lights so you can see at a glance which zone was activated. The push button operates on one CR-2032 battery (included) and the base operates on three “C” cell batteries (not included).

Item #........................................ DCPB-1000 • $14.99
Additional push button for the DC-1000. Up to four different push buttons can be used with one base and they can be set to play different tunes so you can distinguish which has been activated. The push button operates on one CR-2032 battery (included).

Item #........................................ DCMC-1000 • $19.99
The DCMC-1000 is our magnetic contact alert. This can be a standalone local alert or combining it with our DC-1000 it can transmit up to 1000 feet* wirelessly. It has bell or siren options depending on your need and location. Set it to one of four zones with the DC-1000 and monitor multiple entrances, exits, or windows wirelessly.

Item #........................................ MBA-1000 • $64.99
The wireless mailbox alert can be used with any mailbox that has either a top or bottom hinge. The sensor is placed on the mailbox door and the swivel sensor is adjusted so that it will send a signal when the box is opened. It will send a signal back to the receiver up to 1000 feet* away. Know immediately when the mail is delivered and do not waste time going to check for the mail. Powered by one 23A, 12 volt battery (included).

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our 1000 Series products are only compatible with other 1000 Series products.

Prices subject to change without notice.
Item # ........................................... FMS-1000 • $79.99
Item#............. WFMA-1000 Kit (with receiver) • $129.99
The wireless floor mat can be placed under a throw rug or welcome mat and will send a signal back to the DC-1000 receiver any time someone steps on the mat. This could be used at a front door to notify when visitors come to the house or it could be used alongside a bed to notify a caregiver when a patient tries to get out of the bed. Wireless range of up to 1000 feet* between mat and receiver. The receiver will sound a chime and flash a light to notify. The mat operates on 2 CR2032 batteries (included). Size: 22” x 15”.

Item # ........................................... WPS-1000 • $39.99
The wireless pull station can be mounted near a bed or bath for a patient who may need to signal for help. The pull station will send a signal up to 1000 feet back to the receiver any time the patient pulls on the cord. The large handles are easy to grip and can even be activated by just one finger. Powered by one 23A, 12 Volt battery (included).

Item # ........................................... WTS-1000 • $29.99
The wireless telephone signaler can be plugged into a standard phone jack and will send a signal to the DC-1000 receiver any time the phone rings. The receiver can sound a loud chime and flash a light to notify the user that the phone is ringing. A simple solution for someone with a hearing loss or for use in a noisy environment. Powered by one CR2032 battery (included).

Item # ........................................... PR-1000 • $49.99
The portable receiver can be used with any of the 1000 Series transmitters and will provide a chime and visual indicator as well as a vibrate alert. A built in belt clip and small size makes this item very portable and convenient to use. The receiver can be used with up to 4 different sensors and it has 16 different tunes that can be programmed so you can easily distinguish the different sensors. Powered by 2 AA batteries (not included).

*Actual range will vary depending on the local terrain.

Note: Our 1000 Series products are only compatible with other 1000 Series products.
Digital Video Recorder

Item #..........................DVR-01 • $129.99

The DVR-01 is an all-in-one camera and DVR, a simple solution for homes and businesses. The DVR-01 uses a PIR detector and a digital video recorder to record 30 seconds of video and audio every time a person passes in front of the sensor. The DVR stores the video on a Micro SD card (4 GB card included) and automatically overwrites the oldest video clips first when the Micro SD card is full. A date and time stamp is included on every video clip. Simple to use and battery operated, the camera can be set up instantly in nearly any location. Infrared operation allows the camera to operate in low light conditions. The camera can be connected to a computer via the USB cable (included) to download the video clips with no special software required. The built in lithium battery will power the camera for up to 10 days.* The DVR-01 camera can be connected to the power supply charger (included) for continuous use if power is available.

*Battery life will vary depending on number of activations.

Questions to ask before you buy a driveway alarm:

What type of range do I need? If you are trying to get the maximum range and have to go through trees, hills, steel siding or stucco it might be better to use the MURS long range systems. If you need less range and have open terrain the 2500 or 3000 Series should work fine.

Should I get a probe or a motion type? If you have lots of deer in your area you will be much better off with the probe. If you have lots of people that walk up the drive you should consider the motion type.

Are the outside transmitters weatherproof? The Dakota Alert transmitters are sealed against the elements. When looking at our competitors, pay particular attention to this point, because water and electronic components do not play well together.

Can I have extra transmitters and receivers? It is possible to add extra transmitters and receivers. Just remember MURS transmitters go with other MURS products, 3000 Series transmitters go with other 3000 Series products, 2500 Series transmitters go with other 2500 Series products.
Additional Products & Accessories

Hard Wired Vehicle Sensor

Item #................................. VSCB • $144.99
Vehicle sensor control box (no probe)

Item #................................. VS-50 • $209.99
Vehicle sensor complete with 50' of wire

Item #................................. VS-125 • $219.99
Vehicle sensor complete with 125' of wire

Item #................................. VS-250 • $249.99
Vehicle sensor complete with 250' of wire

The hard wired vehicle sensor lets you know any time a vehicle enters or leaves the driveway. The probe of the vehicle sensor detects metal objects, such as moving cars, in a 10 to 12 foot radius of the sensor.

The vehicle sensor probe should be buried parallel to or under the driveway. Then the direct burial wire is run back to the control box that is located in the house. The probe will detect vehicles moving by and send a signal through the line to the control box, which will sound a whistle. The probe and wire can easily be buried in turf with a shovel or a lawn edger. If the probe is to be buried in the middle of the drive, it is best to have the probe and wire in conduit to protect it from any damage caused by heavy vehicles. If there are gophers, moles, etc., in the area, it would be best to have the entire length of wire in conduit.

The control box simply plugs into a 110-volt outlet, and has an on/off switch on the top of the box. There is a set of contacts to connect the two wires from the probe, as well as a set of 12VDC (500mA max) contacts. The voltage output can be used to operate sirens, bells, or a light timer. Everything is color coded and labeled for easy reference. The whistle and the voltage output are adjustable for 2, 4 or 8 seconds. The control box can run up to three probes, and has a sensitivity control so that it can be custom tuned to each application.

Auto Dialer

Item #................................. AD-01-S • $119.99

The AD-01-S is a simple do-it-yourself security dialer that uses your existing telephone line to send a message when an alarm is generated. When an alarm is caused by one of the hard wired sensors the dialer will call out and play one of two ten second messages that you record yourself. You can program up to nine different telephone numbers for the dialer to call. There is an entrance and exit delay as well as a local alarm. The dialer can be triggered by any hard wired sensor you may wish to use. The back-up 9 volt battery (not included) allows the dialer to operate for 12 to 24 hours without AC power. This is a good option for home owners who want a security system but do not want to pay a monthly monitoring fee.
**Cable Alarm**

**Item #CA-01 .................................................. $35.00**

The CA-01 cable alarm can be used to secure firearms, purses, jewelry, or other portable objects that are on retail display. The CA-01 operates on one 9-volt battery (not included), and comes complete with three 3’4” cables (ten feet total) with RCA connectors.

When a connector is separated and the loop is broken, the alarm box will sound in either the “Alarm” or “Alert” mode. When in the “Alarm” mode, the alarm will sound until the key is turned to the OFF position. When in “Alert” mode, the alert tone will sound as long as the loop is broken. When the loop is reconnected, the alert will stop.

**Telephone Ringer**

**Item #TR-95 .................................................. $24.99**

The TR-95 is our extra loud telephone ringer. It has 2 volume setting up to 95 dB. A bright flashing LED light also helps to raise attention even in the most extreme circumstances. Unit uses in-line telephone power so no batteries are required. Comes with telephone line splitter and phone cord for easy installation.

**Loud Ringing Bell**

**Item #14 .................................................. $39.00**

**COMPATIBLE WITH 3000 AND 2500 SERIES**

This 6” bell can be used with our 3000 and 2500 series driveway alarms. This bell can be used outside, but may also be used inside for those with hearing problems.

**Birdhouse**

**Item #BH-1 .................................................. $15.00**

**COMPATIBLE WITH 3000 AND MURS SERIES**

The birdhouse slides over the top of the following sensors; WMT, WPT, WHT, MAT and MAPS and will help to hide the sensor from prying eyes. The birdhouse is constructed of solid wood and comes stained a light brown. The birdhouse is available as a pre-finished, simple to assemble, pre-drilled kit with everything you need except tools.

*Prices subject to change without notice.*
Additional Products & Accessories

Extra Whistle
Item #4 ................................................................. $10.00
COMPATIBLE WITH 3000 AND 2500 SERIES
The extra 12-volt DC whistle can be connected to the receiver to make it louder or it can be located in another room or building by wiring it with two-strand doorbell wire.

Siren
Item #15 ................................................................. $39.00
COMPATIBLE WITH 3000 AND 2500 SERIES
This siren can be activated by our 3000 and 2500 series driveway alarms. It can be used outside, but may also be used inside for those with hearing problems.

25’ Rubber Hose
Item #RH ............................................................... $35.00
COMPATIBLE WITH WHT-3000 AND DCHT-2500
This 25’ rubber hose can be used as a replacement hose for the WHT-3000 and the DCHT-2500.

Multi-length Probe
COMPATIBLE WITH 3000, 2500, HARD WIRED AND MURS SERIES
P-50 ........................................................................ $70.00
Metal detecting probe with 50’ of direct burial wire.

P-125 ........................................................................ $80.00
Metal detecting probe with 125’ of direct burial wire.

P-250 ........................................................................ $110.00
Metal detecting probe with 250’ of direct burial wire.

Replacement Probe Batteries
Item #CR-123A ....................................................... $10.00
Four pack of replacement batteries for the DCPT-2500, MAPS, and WPT-3000 transmitters.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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A Note on Cheap Systems:
“There is hardly a product of our culture that someone cannot make a little worse and sell for a little less, and the one who puts price above all other considerations is the natural prey of this man.”
John Ruskin (1819-1900)

Ruskin’s words were true in the 19th century, and they are equally true today. We appreciate the time that you have invested in looking through our catalog. You have probably looked at some of our competitors’ as well. You may have noticed that there are some very cheap driveway alarms on the market right now. Do not be confused. There is a great difference in quality between the cheap systems and those by Dakota Alert. Many of the cheap systems are not meant to be used outside, and will not hold up out in the elements. Many of our current customers started out with cheap systems, but switched to Dakota Alert after experiencing the frustration of having an unreliable system.

Dakota Alert is a leader in the driveway alarm industry. While there are many Johnny-come-latelies out there, Dakota Alert is here for the long run. With our 2500 Series, 3000 Series and MURS Alert™ technology, we will be setting the standard for range and performance for years to come. We will not sacrifice quality in an attempt to reduce price, and we do not expect our customers to settle for anything but the best.
Thank you for taking the time to review the enclosed literature on our driveway alarms and security equipment.

Our company has been manufacturing and distributing driveway alarms for over 25 years. These products are designed for easy, do-it-yourself installation. If you have any questions about our products, please give us a call. All of our products carry a one-year limited warranty. If you are not completely satisfied with any of our products, return them within 60 days, in their original condition, and we will gladly refund your purchase price.

*South Dakota residents add 4% sales tax.

**Free shipping on retail orders over $250. Flat shipping rate of $12.50 on orders under $250. (Additional shipping required on international orders. Call for price.)